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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In October 2021, Ministers participating in the fifteenth session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD 15) added the challenge of mitigating illicit trade as the only new priority in their 4-year work program. Notably, this was the first time that illicit trade had been addressed by UNCTAD at the highest institutional level.

In defining the vision for UNCTAD’s role in combatting illicit trade, the adopted Bridgetown Covenant called for:

“[…]addressing the challenge faced by many developing countries in the estimation of illicit trade, including the assessment of their impact on resource mobilization for development, specifically, and on national development strategies. Illicit trade creates a triple threat to the financing of development: crowding out legitimate economic activity, depriving Governments of revenues for investment in vital public services and increasing the costs of achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).”

Clearly, UNCTAD Ministers understood that illicit trade has severe negative impacts on the economy and, more widely, on the achievement of the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). For the same concern, TRACIT published in July 2019, a report that mapped the impacts of illicit trade against all the SDGs. One of the most significant findings was that SDG 8 (Decent work and economic growth) is the development goal most at risk from illicit trade because all forms of illicit trade drain revenue, jobs and tax incomes from the legitimate economy.

This is especially troubling because the sustained, inclusive economic growth envisaged in SDG 8 underpins the achievement of the other goals and is fundamental to driving progress, creating decent jobs and improving living standards that support development and human well-being, while minimizing impacts on the Earth’s natural capital and associated ecosystems.

Consequently, mitigating illicit trade is imperative for the achievement of SDG 8 and, arguably, the overall success of the 2030 agenda.

- Illicit trade erodes the productivity and profitability of multiple commercial sectors, draining hundreds of billions from the legitimate economy each year and undermining economic development and growth. This illegal and essentially unfair competition from illicit trade diverts income from the balance sheets of legitimate businesses and undermines their ability to create jobs and pay taxes. Lost excise duties along with unexercised corporate and personal income taxes, strip governments of funds intended for public investment, with relatively more severe impacts on developing countries.

- Additionally, there are indirect impacts on the economy. For example, by depleting fish stocks, IUU fishing threatens economic and employment opportunities for communities that depend on fishing for their livelihoods. Similarly, illegal logging and illicit timber trade have indirect impacts, threatening jobs in the tourism industry when protected forests and animal habitats are damaged. For farmers, the use of counterfeit pesticides creates cascading economic losses; money is wasted on fake pesticides that have little or no effectiveness in protecting crops, crop yields are reduced, and long-run environmental degradation is accelerated.

This report’s focus on the negative impacts of illicit trade on the economy and employment is especially relevant to decision-makers participating in the UNCTAD 2nd Illicit Trade Forum scheduled to take place in Geneva from 6 to 7 September 2022. The Forum will be the first official UNCTAD event on illicit trade following the Bridgetown Summit and comes in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. For this reason, the report also includes observations on how the pandemic has changed or exacerbated those impacts.

Collectively across illicit trade sectors, the report provides a useful starting point—for UNCTAD or others—to more fully understand, estimate and assess how illicit trade negatively impacts sustainable economic development and employment. Augmented with further research, data and analysis, it could also shed light on the parameters needed to achieve UNCTAD’s mandate to develop a methodology to produce estimates of the total value of inward and outward illicit trade as well as to assess the impact of illicit trade on the UN SDGs.
I. Introduction

Measurements on illicit trade

Measuring illicit markets involves developing statistics on activities that, by their nature, are intentionally difficult to observe as criminals do not report on their activities. The challenge is compounded by conflicting or a lack of internationally agreed upon definitions on what constitutes an illegal activity; a trade that is legal in one jurisdiction may be strictly illegal in another. Moreover, national statistics, if they exist, are often of poor quality or based largely on custom seizures which are hard to relate to actual illicit market figures. Nonetheless, estimates on the value of illicit trade are a helpful starting point for policy discussions on corrosive impacts on society.

Table 1 provides a summary of the overall size of criminal markets in the 12 sectors examined in this report. The information is derived from an array of sources, including published reports, UN and governmental statistics and various estimates from academic and research studies (a more detailed examination of the costs and values can be found in the corresponding sector chapter).

The methodologies, assumptions and data fed into the models vary widely across the sectors or in some cases yield a wide range of values within sectors. For these reasons, the values are unique to their source and are not commutable in their current state, without further standardization. For example, some of the assessments account for direct losses based on the immediate value of the commodity (e.g., stolen oil, counterfeits), while others consider the amount of lost government revenue (e.g., tobacco). In the case of human trafficking, the values reflect the estimated income this illicit activity generates for traffickers.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>LOW RANGE ($US BILLION)</th>
<th>HIGH RANGE ($US BILLION)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGRI-FOOD</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGROCHEMICALS AND PESTICIDES</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALCOHOL</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COUNTERFEIT AND PIRATED GOODS</td>
<td>509</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORESTRY PRODUCTS</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILLEGAL, UNDERREPORTED AND UNREGULATED FISHING</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETROLEUM PRODUCTS</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHARMACEUTICALS</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRECIOUS METALS AND GEMSTONES</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOBACCO PRODUCTS</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILDLIFE</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>USD 1.250 Trillion</td>
<td>USD 3.574 Trillion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Even when correctly estimated, these values do not account for other significant drains on the economy or afflictions on society. Additional economic losses, for example, include lost tax revenues to governments and the preclusion of jobs due to employment opportunities that would otherwise have been created. Losses to society include health and safety risks to consumers and public expenses associated with increased criminal activity. The findings in this report do not also account for intangible costs, such as a general loss of trust in institutions, environmental degradation, or the erosion of social fabric and rule of law—all of which put downward pressures on economic growth, employment and generally the ability to achieve SDG 8. Hence, the numbers should only be taken as suggestive of what might, unfortunately, be a much greater order of magnitude of the illicit markets.

**Illicit trade and the UN SDGs**

The UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) lay out an ambitious set of 17 goals to address the world’s most acute economic, social and environmental challenges.

Among the portfolio of tools available to achieve the SDGs is the expansion of international trade. This is because trade has historically proven to be an engine for development, boosting income generating capacity and contributing to unprecedented reductions in poverty levels. Over the last few decades cross-border trade has expanded significantly, supported rising living standards across the globe.

Concurrent with the expansion in legal trade has been the alarming emergence of illegal (or illicit) trade, with estimates quantifying it and associated transnational criminal activities at between 8 and 15 percent of global GDP.

In order to help governments and business better understand how their efforts to achieve sustainable development must account for the negative forces of illicit trade, the Transnational Alliance to Combat Illicit Trade (TRACIT) published the 2019 report, *Mapping the Impact of Illicit Trade on The Sustainable Development Goals*.

From smuggling, counterfeiting and tax evasion, to the illegal sale or possession of goods, services, humans and wildlife, the TRACIT report found that illicit trade is compromising the attainment of the SDGs in significant ways, crowding out legitimate economic activity, depriving governments of revenues for investment in vital public services, dislocating millions of legitimate jobs and causing irreversible damage to ecosystems and human lives.

**Illicit trade and SDG 8 ambitions for decent work and economic growth**

All types of illicit trade hinder achievement of SDG 8 by significantly threatening decent work and inclusive economic growth. Lost taxes rob governments of revenues intended for schools, infrastructure and other public services. Illegal and unfair competition reduces sales and dampens the ability of companies to create lasting and dignified job opportunities. Taken together, economic leakages across the sectors susceptible to illicit trade create an annual drain on the economy of USD 2.2 trillion and present a triple threat to financing the necessary “billions to trillions” dollar gap needed to reach the SDGs.
In many ways, achieving SDG 8 is prerequisite for achieving all the other development goals, as sustained and inclusive economic growth is fundamental to driving progress, creating decent jobs and improving living standards that support development and human well-being, while minimizing impacts on the Earth’s natural capital and associated ecosystem services. Illicit trade—in all its forms—stands in direct juxtaposition to SDG 8 and threatens achievement of its objective.

Accounting for the impacts of COVID-19

The toll the COVID-19 pandemic has exacted on the global economy has been significant, with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) estimating that median global GDP dropped by 3.9 percent from 2019 to 2020, making it the worst economic downturn since the Great Depression.

Following a strong rebound in 2021, the global economy is entering a pronounced slowdown amid fresh threats from COVID-19 variants and a rise in inflation, debt, and income inequality that could endanger the recovery in emerging and developing economies. Global growth is expected to decelerate markedly from 5.5 percent in 2021 to 4.1 percent in 2022 and 3.2 percent in 2023 as pent-up demand dissipates and as fiscal and monetary support is unwound across the world.

This study recognizes that the COVID-19 pandemic has also fundamentally changed the global illicit trade economy. While the pandemic’s immediate effect was predictably to slow down all forms of economic activity, including the illicit, findings suggest that criminal groups have swiftly adapted to the new normal, exploited the situation and entrenched their positions in illicit markets.

The choices policymakers make in the next few years to move from crisis management into recovery mode will decide the course of the next decade. For governments looking at ways to restart and grow their economies, it will be important to formulate policies and implement programs that deter and preclude illicit trade actors from consolidating roots in the post-pandemic economy.

Addressing the threat of illicit trade on the SDGs will also require renewed political will of government officials at all levels to prioritize the problem. This includes ramping up implementation of enforcement measures to ensure that illicit trade activities caused or incentivized by the pandemic do not become permanent features of the post-pandemic economy.
II. Sector review of illicit trade and SDG 8

Impact of illicit trade on SDG 8

One of the most significant findings from TRACIT’s 2019 report was that SDG 8 (Decent work and economic growth) is the development goal most at risk from illicit trade because all forms of illicit trade drain revenue, jobs and tax incomes from the legitimate economy.

- **Costs legitimate businesses billions in revenue losses each year.** Illicit trade erodes the productivity and profitability of multiple commercial sectors, draining hundreds of billions from the legitimate economy each year and undermining economic development and growth. This illegal and essentially unfair competition from illicit trade diverts income from the balance sheets of legitimate businesses. In the US, for example, the Grocery Manufacturers of America estimated that the annual cost of food fraud was between USD 10-15 billion. Globally, estimated losses are USD 30-50 billion each year, undermining economic growth, costing jobs and hurting entire sectors of the economy.

- **Impacts government revenues from uncollected taxes.** For example, illegal agrochemicals represent as much as 15-20 percent of the market in Kenya, and the government reported losing at least Sh120 billion (USD 1.19 billion) in revenue from unregistered agrochemical dealers and counterfeit pesticides. This exacerbates budget deficits and precludes government spending on health care and social infrastructure. Lost excise duties along with unexercised corporate and personal income taxes, strip governments of funds intended for public investment, with relatively more severe impacts on developing countries.

- **Hurts job creation.** Illegal and essentially unfair competition from illicit trade undermines the ability of legitimate businesses to create jobs. For example, sugar smuggling by illegal cartels in Kenya has drained tens of thousands of jobs. Fake medicines cost the EU pharmaceutical sector EUR 10.2 billion each year, resulting in 90,000 jobs lost as well as EUR 1.7 billion in lost government revenues (taxes and social contributions). A 2020 study by Pacific Research Institute found that US state and federal governments could be losing between USD 4.5-19 billion in potential tax revenues due to counterfeit medicines, as well as a reduction in the total number of jobs in the US by between 57,500-247,800.

- **Supports forced labor and human rights abuses.** Women, children and men of all ages are forced to labor in illicit sectors, where they are abused by organized criminals in their pursuit of profits. For example, those employed by illicit fishing vessels are often forced to work in conditions that are unsafe, and which put their lives at risk. This precludes decent work opportunities and makes the hiring of qualified crew more difficult and expensive, leading unscrupulous operators to use forced labor and practice other human rights violations.
The sustained, inclusive economic growth envisaged in SDG 8 underpins the achievement of the other goals and is fundamental to driving progress, creating decent jobs and improving living standards that support development and human well-being, while minimizing impacts on the Earth's natural capital and associated ecosystems.

The following sections review and update key findings from TRACIT’s 2019 report to focus on the negative economic and employment impacts associated with illicit trade and their relationship to SDG 8. Additionally, each section incorporates observations from the COVID-19 pandemic, which have had fundamental impacts on illicit trade.

Each section references a sector that participates significantly in international trade and that is particularly vulnerable to illicit trade:

- Agri-food industry
- Agrochemicals and pesticides
- Alcohol
- Counterfeit and pirated goods
- Illegal, underreported and unregulated fishing
- Petroleum products
- Pharmaceuticals
- Precious metals and gemstones
- Tobacco products
- Trafficking in persons
- Wildlife
Illicit trade in the agri-food sector comes in many forms, ranging from economically-motivated adulteration (EMA), commonly referred to as food fraud, to large scale smuggling of agriculture products. Food fraud encompasses deliberate and intentional substitution, addition, tampering, or misrepresentation of food, food ingredients, or food packaging; or false or misleading statements made about a product for economic gain. The types of fraud include adulteration, tampering, product overrun, theft, diversion, simulation, and counterfeiting.

Agriculture constitutes a large portion of most economies’ GDP, and a healthy agricultural sector is vital to eradicating hunger and poverty. Growth in the agriculture sector is two to four times more effective in raising incomes among the poorest compared to other sectors. Agriculture is also crucial to economic growth: in 2018, it accounted for 4% of global gross domestic product (GDP) and in some least developing countries, it can account for more than 25 percent of GDP. Consequently, strong, legal agricultural trade is crucial to achieving several SDGs, especially in developing and emerging economies.

In contrast, fake, substandard, smuggled and illegal agri-foods distort and destabilize food markets and cost the global food industry billions in losses each year. In the US, for example, the Grocery Manufacturers of America estimated that the annual cost of food fraud was between USD 10-15 billion. Globally, estimated losses are USD 30-50 billion each year, undermining economic growth, costing jobs and hurting entire sectors of the economy.

Well known examples of food fraud include the fipronil in eggs scandal in 2017 in Asia and the EU, the horsemeat-as-beef incident in the EU in 2013, and the melamine-tainted milk in China in 2008. Researchers recognize that these exposed cases may only represent the “tip of the iceberg” of global food fraud.

Indirect economic impacts include downward pressure on employment, lost tax revenue or lost market share. For example, sugar smuggling by illegal cartels in Kenya has drained tens of thousands of jobs and strips the government of tax revenues.
In Asia, Cambodia’s rice industry is on the “brink of collapse” due to unfair competition from cheaper illegal rice imports.\textsuperscript{22} Elsewhere in the region, China and the Philippines also report economic damage from illegal rice trade.\textsuperscript{23} In cases where illegal food trade results in consumer injury or harm, a corporation’s economic sustainability can be severely damaged. A study commissioned by the Grocery Manufacturers Association estimates that one adulteration incident can cost a company between 2-15 percent of annual revenues.\textsuperscript{24}

Incidents of food fraud in a market also may have long-term effects on consumer trust. Once confidence in the food system is lost, even the rumor of food fraud may have far reaching damages. For example, unsubstantiated rumors circulating on social media about plastic rice in markets in Africa\textsuperscript{25} and plastic seaweed in China\textsuperscript{26} stoked consumer fear, with subsequent damage on the brands, imports and profits of legitimate producers.

The multifaceted complexities of food fraud make it difficult for governments to eradicate the problem. Some of the key challenges include: (i) a lack of organized information about the types and scope of food fraud; (ii) the tenuous nature of harm caused by food fraud; (iii) complicated and opaque global food supply chains; (iv) lack of internationally recognized legal definition of food fraud; and (v) rapid advances in online marketing and e-commerce that multiply the opportunities for food fraud.\textsuperscript{27, 28}

**COVID-19 pandemic impact on the illicit agri-food industry**

In May 2020, the Food Authenticity Network Advisory Board, which includes more than 1,500 food science experts from around the world, cautioned that the disruption to global supply chains caused by the COVID-19 pandemic and the diminished level of surveillance would likely lead to a rise in food fraud. Europol and INTERPOL have been especially vigilant of food fraud in efforts to protect consumers from supply shortages of some products during the COVID-19 pandemic. More than USD 40 million worth of potentially dangerous fake food and drink were seized in an operation coordinated by the two organizations between December 2019 to June 2020. Known as Operation Opson IX, it targeted and seized fake and substandard food and beverages, disrupted 19 organized crime groups and arrested 407 individuals worldwide. About 12,000 tons of illegal and harmful products were confiscated, including dairy products, meat from illegally slaughtered animals and food products falsely labelled as medicinal cures.

Notably, seizures of expired food items (or where the expiry dates had been altered) were significantly higher during the pandemic than during previous Opson operations, suggesting that criminals were capitalizing on the disruption of food supply chains caused by national lockdowns. Other evidence includes a discovery of seafood seized in South Africa originating from Asia, which was falsely declared as personal protective equipment.\textsuperscript{29}
Agriculture drives economic development and provides a livelihood for many of the poorest and most vulnerable people. According to the World Bank, growth in agriculture sectors is at least twice as effective in reducing poverty as growth in any other sector. Pesticides play an important role in stimulating agricultural productivity and crop yields, thus generating a positive impact on global food supply, poverty eradication, economic growth, development and job creation.

However, counterfeit and illegally traded pesticides are finding their way into markets worldwide. In its 2020 study on counterfeit pesticides, the OECD found that global trade in illegal pesticides has been steadily growing in recent years, posing threats to agriculture, food supply, the environment, farmer health, and national economies. According to various estimates, the share of illegal pesticides on the global pesticides market ranges from 10 percent to as high as 25 percent. With the global pesticide market valued at over USD 80 billion in 2021, global revenues associated with the trade of illegal pesticides are estimated at more than USD 8 to 20 billion per annum.

Unfortunately, there are additional economic impacts associated with the growth in illicit pesticides, starting with lost government revenues from uncollected taxes. For example, illegal agrochemicals represent as much as 15-20 percent of the market in Kenya, and the government reported losing at least Sh120 billion (USD 1.19 billion) in revenue from unregistered agrochemical dealers and counterfeit pesticides. This exacerbates budget deficits and precludes government spending on health care, infrastructure and job creation. Governments also end up spending more on enforcement-related activities to clear markets of illicit products, further burdening limited resources that could be used for raising awareness and preventing farmers from becoming victims of criminal trade.
Legitimate producers and distributors are faced with unfair competition from counterfeit, “look alike” and low-cost, substandard product, which tarnishes their brand reputation and damages customer trust. For individual farmers, the use of counterfeit pesticides creates a triple loss: money is wasted on pesticides that have little or no effectiveness in protecting crops, crop yields are reduced or even lost, and long-run environmental degradation is an ever-present risk.\(^{37}\)

To illustrate the socio-economic losses to Europe, the EUIPO estimated that the knock-on effects associated with illegal pesticides in the EU marketplace account for 11,700 lost jobs, EUR 238 million (USD 244 billion) lost tax revenues and a staggering EUR 1.3 billion (USD 1.33 billion) annual burden on EU business.\(^{38}\)

On a macro level, illicit pesticides can devastate markets for particular products by eroding public confidence in established producers, agricultural producing countries, and perceptions of food safety. They also cause reputational damage to established food producers, products, and brands and exporters.\(^{39}\) One of the more well-known examples involved detection of isofenphos-methyl in pepper samples exported from Spain to Germany, Finland, Netherlands, UK and Russia. In the wake of the revelation, Spanish pepper exports dropped almost 20 percent and prices decreased by 60 percent. An investigation linked the banned chemical to illicit pesticides used in the pepper fields, which led to production stoppages and the seizure of 2,200 liters of mixed illicit pesticides, with criminal charges and fines for the implicated farmers.\(^{40}\)

In India, a 2015 study by the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI) found that India’s position as one of the leading food exporters in the world, a market worth INR 1,578 billion (USD 21 billion), could be at stake if importing countries reduce or ban imports of crops due to the presence of illegal pesticides.\(^{41}\)

**COVID-19 pandemic impact on illegal pesticides**

The COVID-19 pandemic did little to dampen the sale of illegal pesticides. For example, Europol’s Operation Silver Axe, which targets the illicit trade of pesticides, seized twice the amount of illegal product during the 2020 pandemic than it did in the previous period. This was followed by an increase in seizures of raw materials and production equipment entering Europe, suggesting a rise in counterfeiting activities inside the EU.\(^{42}\)

The downward economic pressures associated with the pandemic also makes farmers more vulnerable and susceptible to purchasing cheaper, illicit pesticides. Meanwhile, the global shortage of N95 masks and other personal protective equipment – vital for farmers and farm workers who work with pesticides – leaves workers extra exposed to potentially harmful and dangerous illegal pesticides.
Criminal groups have also taken advantage of the worldwide crisis to sell illegal disinfectants and sanitizers with false and fraudulent claims that they could protect against COVID-19 (Note: surface disinfectants are categorized as pesticides in the US. Similarly, hand disinfectants are considered biocides in Europe and must be authorized prior to being placed on the EU market). In February 2021, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issued a “stop sale” order to Amazon.com to prevent sales of potentially dangerous or ineffective unregistered pesticides, including multiple products that claimed to protect against COVID-19. The order follows the discovery of several COVID-19-related fraud schemes where individuals were caught importing and selling illegal and unregistered pesticides with false claims that they protected against the virus.\textsuperscript{43} As late as in June 2022 a New Jersey man pled guilty to selling nearly USD 3 million worth of unregistered pesticides he falsely claimed were approved by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to combat the coronavirus.\textsuperscript{44}
Illicit trade in alcohol encompasses a wide variety of illegal activity that is typically characterized as:

- **Contraband/Smuggled Alcohol** — is original branded alcohol that has been illegally imported/smuggled into a jurisdiction and sold, evading tariffs/customs.
- **Counterfeit Alcohol** — is fraudulent imitations of legitimate branded products, including refilling, falsification and tampering.
- **Illicit Artisanal** — is produced following artisanal practices, including home production, but is considered illicit if produced for commercial purposes or if their production and/or sale violate local law.
- **Tax Leakage** — is legally produced alcoholic beverages on which the required excise tax is not paid in the jurisdiction of production.
- **Non-conforming Alcohol** — is produced with industrial alcohol and products not meant for human consumption but diverted to the market for alcoholic beverages (i.e., pharmaceutical alcohol, mouthwash, perfume.)

The alcoholic beverages sector is an important contributor to economic growth and jobs, along with bringing in foreign currency for exported beverages and generating significant tax revenues for governments. The OECD estimates the legitimate alcohol sector to be worth around USD 1.7 trillion.

- In France, wines and spirits account for some 721,000 jobs with export sales of EUR 12.9 billion in 2017.\(^\text{45}\)
- In the US, the alcohol beverage industry is responsible for sustaining more than 4 million jobs and generating almost USD 70 billion in annual tax revenue.\(^\text{46}\)
- In the UK, the alcohol industry contributes around 0.7% of total GDP.\(^\text{47}\)
- The South African wine industry supports 269,000 jobs throughout the wine value chain and contributes approximately 1.1 percent of GDP.\(^\text{48}\)

A recent study by Oxford Economics assessed the beer industry’s global economic impact and found that 1 in every 110 jobs in the world is linked - through direct, indirect, or induced impact channels - to the beer sector, and that the sector
supported USD 555 billion of gross value added (GVA) to global GDP in 2019. The report also found that the beer industry helped generate USD 262 billion in government tax revenue and supported an estimated 23.1 million jobs in the 70 countries studied.\textsuperscript{49}

Although market characteristics differ across countries, the problem of illicit alcohol exists in every region, in developed and developing countries, urban and rural areas, and higher-income and lower-income neighborhoods alike.

According to Euromonitor’s 2018 Global Study on Illicit Alcohol, 1 in 4 alcohol bottles are illicit, representing 25.8 percent of all global.\textsuperscript{50} These findings correspond to World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that unrecorded alcohol\textsuperscript{51} accounts for 25.5 percent of total worldwide adult alcohol consumption and is projected to increase to 27.7 percent in 2020.\textsuperscript{52} Based on a legitimate global market valued at USD 1.7 trillion, these estimates suggest a global market for illicit trade valued at 566 billion. Taking into account that most developed country markets exhibit low incidences of illicit product, applying a conservative illicit trade rate equal to half of the widely used estimate of 25 percent suggests a low-end value of USD 243 billion.

Illicit trade in alcohol has a wide range of negative socio-economic impacts. First, it poses significant health risks to consumers, when substandard products are manufactured using dangerous, unapproved ingredients. These negative impacts tend to disproportionally affect poorer and uneducated consumers.

In addition, illicit alcohol trade: (i) deprives governments of tax revenues that would otherwise have been paid had the goods been sold in approved channels; (ii) reduces sales by legitimate, tax-paying businesses and tarnishes their reputation when inferior, illicit products are sold under their brand; and (iii) diverts resources to organized crime, which then uses the proceeds to sustain other illegal activities, undermining the rule of law.\textsuperscript{53}

According to a multi-regional study by Euromonitor International, the fiscal loss to governments across 24 countries in Africa, Eastern Europe and Latin America is as much USD 3.6 billion every year.\textsuperscript{54} The same study found that illicit alcohol, as a proportion of total alcohol consumed, was highest in Africa, followed by Eastern Europe and Latin America (40, 27, and 15 percent, respectively).\textsuperscript{55}

Illicit alcohol is prevalent in both developed and developing countries, with no country immune to this threat. For example, the UK government lost USD 1.2 billion in excise tax revenue in 2021,\textsuperscript{56} and Dutch authorities estimate the annual revenue losses from illicit trade in alcohol at USD 100 million.\textsuperscript{57} Liquor bootlegging in New York City alone is estimated to have cost the city USD 1 billion in lost taxes over the past 15 years.\textsuperscript{58} A 2016 report by the EU Intellectual Property Office (EUIPO) shows that legitimate industries in the EU lose USD 1.3 billion of revenue annually due to the production of fake spirits and wine, corresponding to 3.3% of the sectors’ sales. If the knock-on effects on other
COVID-19 pandemic impact on illicit alcohol

The COVID-19 pandemic provided wide opportunities for illicit traders to adjust and expand their operations as government lockdowns, bans and other restrictions disrupted the alcohol market and created shortages. Overall, the pandemic gave impetus to the ongoing illicit trade in alcohol, creating more sophisticated international networks, logistics routes, and manufacturing techniques. With legal companies sidelined by the bans, and law enforcement preoccupied with social distancing regulations, criminal groups have entrenched their market positions by diversifying distribution channels and maximizing newfound economies of scale. The effect of “dry laws” (i.e., laws which prohibit the sale and purchase of alcoholic beverages in a specific time frame or a specific area) adopted by some countries as a direct result of the pandemic has been to nurture a thriving black market. Another effect of “dry laws” was to cause extra burdens to law enforcement agencies, such as in Colombia and Panama, due to the imposition of alcohol restrictions in their countries. Firstly, additional manpower and other resources were needed to enforce the dry laws. Secondly, it was necessary to invest considerable resources in identifying and seizing illicit products. In South Africa, the head of the South African Revenue Service (SARS), highlighted that the alcohol ban has “benefited criminal networks who have gained a foothold in the market.” Consequently, the restrictions have given a massive boost to organized crime, with supply shifting into the control of the illicit industry.

- Fake and unlicensed alcoholic products in Kenya are estimated to be 30 percent of the market and include the use of fake Kenya Revenue Authority (KRA) stamps to evade taxes. The illicit products have led to government losses of billions of shillings in unpaid taxes.
- Myanmar’s government lost USD 50 million in tax to beer smugglers in 2016, with up to 30 percent of all the beer sold in the country illegally imported.
- The national health authority in Mexico has seized more than 1.4 million gallons of adulterated alcohol since 2010—ranging from small local establishments to large hotels and other entertainment areas, according to a 2017 report by the country’s Federal Commission for Protection against Health Risks. As much as 36% of the alcohol consumed in Mexico is illegal, according to a 2017 report by Euromonitor International.

**COVID-19 pandemic impact on illicit alcohol**

The COVID-19 pandemic provided wide opportunities for illicit traders to adjust and expand their operations as government lockdowns, bans and other restrictions disrupted the alcohol market and created shortages. Overall, the pandemic gave impetus to the ongoing illicit trade in alcohol, creating more sophisticated international networks, logistics routes, and manufacturing techniques. With legal companies sidelined by the bans, and law enforcement preoccupied with social distancing regulations, criminal groups have entrenched their market positions by diversifying distribution channels and maximizing newfound economies of scale. The effect of “dry laws” (i.e., laws which prohibit the sale and purchase of alcoholic beverages in a specific time frame or a specific area) adopted by some countries as a direct result of the pandemic has been to nurture a thriving black market. Another effect of “dry laws” was to cause extra burdens to law enforcement agencies, such as in Colombia and Panama, due to the imposition of alcohol restrictions in their countries. Firstly, additional manpower and other resources were needed to enforce the dry laws. Secondly, it was necessary to invest considerable resources in identifying and seizing illicit products. In South Africa, the head of the South African Revenue Service (SARS), highlighted that the alcohol ban has “benefited criminal networks who have gained a foothold in the market.” Consequently, the restrictions have given a massive boost to organized crime, with supply shifting into the control of the illicit industry.
Trademarks support the development of products and services that consumers want and depend on, creating new jobs and entire industries. Trademark-intensive industries are estimated to contribute around 24 million jobs in the US. In the EU, they contribute about 28 percent of employment and 42 percent of GDP. A 2017 study by INTA estimated that Trademark-Intensive Industries in Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand contributed from 27 to 60 percent of each country’s share of exports and between 17 and 50 percent of GDP. Similar studies in Latin America have found comparable correlations between trademark-intensive industries and gross domestic product (GDP), employment and productivity.

Copyright serves as a critical tool to finance cultural production, including educational materials, musical and artistic works, such as poetry, novels, movies, songs, and computer software. As noted by former WIPO Director General Francis Gurry, “Copyright is the central mechanism in the creation of the market for creative works - if you like, the dominant interface between the world of creativity and the economy. It is
the means by which the market exchange of creative works occurs. As such, it is also the principal means for the financing of the production of creative works, enabling the creator to control the commercial exploitation of her works, thereby returning economic value to the creator and ensuring livelihood for the individual creator, and economic sustainability for the creative industries.\textsuperscript{69}

In contrast, IP crime in the forms of trademark counterfeiting and copyright piracy is a serious transnational organized crime run by extensive and complex criminal enterprises, affecting all sectors.\textsuperscript{70} The ubiquity of counterfeit and pirated goods has a significant negative impact on economic growth and job creation. A 2019 study by OECD and the EUIPO revealed that the world trade in fake goods is now worth USD 509 billion, or 3\% of world trade. Almost 7\% of products imported into Europe are now counterfeit, corresponding to USD 121 billion per year. That figure excludes digital piracy, which in 2015 alone was estimated to be more than USD 200 billion.\textsuperscript{71}

For governments and business, the losses include illegal acquisition of IP, reduced returns to innovators and creators, lost tax revenue, and the diversion of public and private resources from more productive ends. These costs create a significant drag on the growth of knowledge-based economies, but also result in significant job losses.

A series of studies published by the EUIPO in 2016 found that counterfeiting and piracy costs the EU economy over USD 83 billion and 790,000 jobs every year, as well as USD 14.3 billion in government revenue (income tax and value added tax).\textsuperscript{72}

A 2019 study by the OECD found that counterfeit and pirated goods reduced sales of legitimate Swedish IP right owners by at least USD 2 billion, or 2\% of their annual sales, and lowered the tax revenue of Swedish government by about USD 900 million. Altogether, at least 7,100 jobs were lost in Sweden due to counterfeiting and piracy, which represents about 1\% of full-time equivalent employees in Sweden.\textsuperscript{73}

A 2017 global study by Frontier Economics estimates that the wider social and criminal enforcement from counterfeit and piracy could reach as much as USD 1.9 trillion by 2022, draining USD 4.2 trillion from the global economy and putting 5.4 million legitimate jobs at risk.\textsuperscript{74}

\textbf{COVID-19 pandemic impact on counterfeit and piracy}

Counterfeiting has been a major problem during the COVID-19 pandemic, with unscrupulous actors seeking to exploit the health crisis by selling fake testing kits, treatments and personal protective equipment (PPE). In the early months of the crisis, fraudulent forms of PPE—surgical masks, hydro-alcoholic gels, testing kits, thermometers, gloves, and sanitizers—flooded online marketplaces, providing further evidence that online platforms continue to be a major source of consumer fraud. As early as March 2020, the European Anti-Fraud office (OLAF) opened an inquiry into the illicit trade in
fake or mislabeled PPE and worked with customs and enforcement authorities to prevent them from entering Europe. OLAF identified over 340 companies acting as intermediaries or traders of counterfeit or substandard products linked to the pandemic. Millions of substandard medical products with fake EU conformity certificates were seized in several Member States.

In addition, the INTERPOL-led Operation Pangea XIII, which brought together customs and health regulatory authorities from 90 countries, saw the seizure of 48,000 packages of counterfeit PPE and unauthorized antiviral medications in the first week. Similarly, law enforcement officials in the US seized millions of counterfeit N95 face masks and hundreds of shipments of prohibited medical supplies. Many of the masks were fakes, stamped with the 3M logo and shipped in boxes that read, "Made in the U.S.A." even though they were not made in the country nor by 3M. The masks were being sold to health care workers, who believed they were purchasing and using genuine 3M masks.

Beyond the increase in fake and fraudulent PPEs, counterfeit versions of high-demand consumer products—like cleaning solutions, toilet paper, indoor sports equipment, refrigerators and freezers, food products and reading materials—rapidly entered markets, filling gaps where the legitimate supply chain couldn’t keep pace with frenzied, crisis-level demand.

Not surprisingly, consumption of digital media also rose sharply under the COVID-19 stay-at-home and social distancing regulations. This has propelled an increase in illegally streaming content online: film piracy increased 41 percent in the US, 43 percent in the UK, 50 percent in Spain, 66 percent in Italy and 63 percent in India.75
A well-functioning and sustainably managed forest sector plays an important part in the surrounding local economy, providing an anchor for economic development, employment opportunities and public sector tax revenues, thereby contributing to SDG 8. Forest products also supply more than 20 percent of the household income for local families in developing countries, thereby supporting rural livelihoods and poverty reduction.76

These benefits are, however, threatened by serious and increasingly sophisticated illegal logging and illicit timber trade.

According to UNEP and INTERPOL, forestry crimes such as illegal logging generate an estimated USD 51-152 billion in illicit revenues that are unaccounted for and untaxed in the legitimate economy.77 This compares to the total annual global official development assistance (ODA) commitments of about US 135 billion,78 and highlights the magnitude of financial losses that could be ascribed more beneficially. Moreover, lost government tax revenues of between USD 9-26 billion per year79 deprives developing economies of billions in public resources and squandered development opportunities, while yielding a massive windfall of profits to criminals and corrupt government officials.80

It not only puts the livelihoods of forest-dependent communities at risk, but also undermines legitimate commerce within the forestry sector by distorting timber markets and reducing profitability.
The forestry sector employs some 13.7 million formal workers, but according to the World Bank, an additional 41 million people work informally in the timber sector. In the EU alone, forest-based industries provide nearly 3.5 million jobs. Small- and medium-forest enterprises (SMFEs) are the primary source of forest sector employment in most developing countries, accounting for 80-90 percent of formal and informal employment in all forest enterprises. Therefore, legalizing the sizeable illicit portion of the logging business has the potential to create millions of legitimate employment opportunities.

Use of illegally logged timber reduces the production costs and ultimately the costs of the finished product, thus creating an unfair advantage for operators who do not adhere to laws and industry regulations. This undermines the economic viability of investments required for responsible forest management and forest products consumption.

Unsustainable forest practices leave large areas deforested, barren and unable to renew harvests for decades. Consequently, local employment opportunities are lost forever.

Illegal logging vastly contributes to deforestation, which reduces the ability of forests to absorb carbon emissions held responsible for climate change. This accelerates desertification, drought periods and other cataclysmic events that causes populations to lose their means of subsistence and contribute to vast and uncontrolled migration waves.

Forest work is one of the most hazardous industrial sectors globally. While the companies engaged in sustainable and legal timber trade regularly implement sustainability requirements on human and labor rights, occupational health and safety, environmental commitments, and responsible business practices, illicit actors show little regard for secure and safe employment opportunities. This undermines SDG Target 8.8 (protect labor rights and promote safe and secure working environment for all workers).

Illegal logging and illicit timber trade also threaten jobs within the tourism industry, valued at 5-10 percent of national economies, when protected forests and animal habitats are damaged.

COVID-19 pandemic impact on forestry crime

Restrictions on movement and social distancing have had negative outcomes for sustainable forest management and forest protection efforts during the COVID-19 pandemic. The measures have resulted in the postponement, and in some cases outright cancellation, of forest management activities, creating opportunities for criminal groups to engage and expand illegal logging activities. As a result, there has been an uptick in illegal logging, with reports of increased logging activity from Brazil, Colombia, Cambodia, Indonesia, Nepal and Madagascar.
The pandemic has also resulted in funding challenges for the forest sector as more resources are diverted from forestry and other sectors to manage the health crisis from the COVID-19 pandemic. As a result, national forest administrations struggled to maintain their staff and undertake forest protection activities.

Forest-based ecotourism has also been highly affected by the pandemic. Travel restrictions, curfews, and restrictions in gathering, social distancing measures had a debilitating effect on tourism, resulting in closures of the ecotourism activities and associated losses of income jobs in the forest sector. This also impacted hotels, and other hospitality businesses who rely on eco-tourism, as well as spill-over effects in adjacent communities with high ecotourism potentials.  

A protracted crisis in the forest-based ecotourism sector (e.g., caused by declining visits to national parks) may remove a key motivation for local authorities to protect vast natural areas and potentially favor other economic practices involving deforestation (e.g., agricultural purposes.) Illegal loggers may then exploit reduced political determination (and declining budgets available to law enforcement authorities employed in conservation efforts) to advance their agendas.
The importance of a sustainable fishing sector in attaining SDG 8 cannot be overstated. Over 10 percent of the global population depends directly or indirectly on the fishery industry for their livelihoods. The ocean-economy is estimated to have an annual value of USD 2.5 trillion.

- Fish and fish products represent some of the most traded food items in the world, with around 35 percent of global fish production entering international trade. Developing countries have been among the primary beneficiaries, with growth rate of exports increasing faster than from developed countries during the past 40 years.

- The UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) has found that marine and coastal resources represent 5 percent of the world’s GDP, and that over 10 percent of the global population depends directly or indirectly on the fishery industry for their livelihoods.

- Women play an important role in this workforce and represent about 14 percent of the people employed.

Unfortunately, the world’s marine fish stocks have been in a worrisome decline over the past three decades. In 1974, 90 percent of global marine fish stocks were fished within biologically sustainable levels. By 2015, this percentage had fallen to 67 percent, with stocks fished at biologically unsustainable levels increasing from 10 to 33 percent.

Regional statistics can be even more alarming, with the Mediterranean and Black Sea, the Southeast Pacific and the Southwest Atlantic having close to 60 percent unsustainably fished populations.

IUU (illicit) fishing exacerbates this problem and threatens the sustainability of global fisheries resources by contributing to their overexploitation, impeding the recovery of fish populations, and undermining the economic viability of legal fishing operations. IUU fishing has rapidly accrued and intensified overfishing, presenting the most severe threats to developing countries that lack the capacity and resources for effective...
monitoring, control, and surveillance of their exclusive economic zones (EEZ).\textsuperscript{94}

While the pervasiveness of IUU fishing is well-documented, the clandestine nature and lack of data hides the true extent of the threat.

- Globally, 8-14 million metric tons of unreported catches are potentially traded illicitly yearly, suggesting gross revenues of USD 9-17 billion associated with these catches. The annual loss in economic impact from the diversion of fish from the legitimate trade system is USD 26-50 billion, with governments losing between USD 2-4 billion in uncollected tax revenues.\textsuperscript{95}

- In 2014, the United Nations General Assembly declared IUU fishing one of the biggest threats to sustaining fish stocks globally.\textsuperscript{96}

- Illustrating the systematic, high-volume scale of IUU fishing globally, as much as 37 percent of all fish caught in West African waters is illicit.\textsuperscript{97} This threatens economic and employment opportunities for communities that depend on fishing for their livelihoods. It is estimated that West Africa alone could be losing USD 1.3 billion per year to IUU fishing and related processes.\textsuperscript{98}

If IUU fishing is allowed to continue unabated, it will be almost impossible for the international community to achieve many of the SDGs. Specifically, IUU fishing poses a threat to several of the SDG 8 targets, including SDG Target 8.5 (full and productive employment), SDG Target 8.7 (eradicate forced labor, end modern slavery and human trafficking), SDG Target 8.8 (protect labor rights and promote safe and secure working environments) and SDG Target 8.9 (promote sustainable tourism).

In terms on human rights abuses, for those people employed by IUU fishing vessels, the situation can be dire. Vessels engaged in IUU fishing are often old and unsafe and must make riskier trips further out to sea for prolonged periods of time.\textsuperscript{99} These circumstances make the hiring of qualified crew more difficult and expensive, leading unscrupulous operators to use forced labor and practice other human rights violations, which are reinforced by the isolation of the workplace, strong competition within the industry, and the ready supply of vulnerable workers.\textsuperscript{100}

\textbf{COVID-19 pandemic impact on IUU fishing}

COVID-19 has caused a widespread upheaval for the fishing and aquaculture industry worldwide. The pandemic has affected fishing practices, with changes in the fishing operations themselves, shifts in market patterns and suspension of certain controls in order to avoid transmission of COVID-19 between workers in the sector. For example, some South Pacific Island nations have barred vessels from entering their lagoons or prohibited port officials from boarding ships until crews have quarantined for two weeks. The absence of independent observers on trawlers lowers enforcement and monitoring capacity, presenting opportunities for unscrupulous operators to engage in illicit/IUU fishing and related criminal activities with less deterrence. As noted by the OECD, there are also concerns that declining government revenues from sector-specific taxes through fee deferrals, for example, could reduce budgets and further limit management control and monitoring of fishing practices.\textsuperscript{101}
The criminal modalities of illicit trade in petroleum range from low-level tapping, siphoning, adulteration, and smuggling to extremely sophisticated maritime operations involving extensive networks of criminal and corrupt actors.

The petroleum sector is a multi-billion-dollar industry, featuring six of the world’s ten largest companies. Globally, the sector employs nearly 6 million and generates another 60 million indirect jobs. The following examples show how the sector contributes to GDP, government revenue and domestic employment:

- Earnings from the oil industry accounted for about 32 percent of Mexico’s total government revenues, and the state-controlled oil company Pemex employs more than 120,000.

- Venezuela’s oil revenues account for about 95 percent of export earnings, with the oil and gas sector contributing 25% of overall GDP.

- The petroleum sector in Saudi Arabia accounts for roughly 87% of revenues, 42% of GDP, and 90% of export earnings.

- 185,000 people were directly or indirectly employed in the Norwegian petroleum and petroleum-related industries in 2016, which represents roughly 7% of total employment in Norway.

- In Africa, fuel taxes account for a significant share of total tax revenues: 4% in South Africa, 7% in Kenya and Tanzania, 12% in Mozambique and 16% in Uganda.

As such, the petroleum sector is important to economic growth, employment and quality of life in many countries. It is, therefore, also a critical component in achieving the goals of SDG 8.

Oil theft is globally pervasive and occurring in many developing as well as developed countries. Every year, it is estimated that USD 133 billion of fuels are illegally stolen, adulterated, or defrauded from legitimate petroleum companies, with equally significant losses to governments through subsidy abuse and tax evasion. This equates to 5-7 percent of the global market for crude oil and petroleum fuels, yet the impact of oil theft is significantly larger than the value of theft itself.
Several well-documented examples paint an alarming picture of the pervasiveness of oil and fuel theft:

- The African Development Bank estimates the value of illicit oil trade in Africa is worth nearly USD 100 billion a year.\(^{113}\)

- In 2013, the Algerian energy authority reported losing USD 1.3 billion a year as a result of fuel smuggling to neighboring countries.\(^{114}\)

- Mexico loses 20,000 barrels per day due to fuel theft.\(^{115}\) The National Citizens’ Observatory, a think tank in Mexico, estimates the national black market for fuel is worth USD 2-4 billion a year,\(^{116}\) with at least half deriving from fuel theft.\(^{117}\) This is a serious loss because oil revenues comprise about a third of the government’s budget.\(^{118}\)

- Estimates on the value of the illegal fuel trade in Southeast Asia ranges from USD 2-10 billion a year.\(^{119}\)

- Nigeria is Africa’s largest oil producer, but it is also a victim of massive fuel theft,\(^{120}\) with as much as 30% of all refined products stolen and smuggled into neighboring states.\(^{121}\) The government estimates that it lost USD 1 billion in revenue during the first quarter of 2022 due to crude oil theft.\(^{122}\) Some estimates put annual losses, including tax deferments, as high as USD 32 billion per year.\(^{123}\)

- In Northern Ireland, diesel tax fraud was estimated at GBP 80 million (USD 96 million), or 13% of total taxable revenue from mineral oils.\(^{124}\)

- Turkey imports 2.7 million tons of smuggled fuel annually, depriving its government of USD 2.5 billion in tax income.\(^{125}\)

- Russia’s state-owned investment bank VTB Capital estimated that in 2013 Russian oil companies were losing USD 1.8-3.5 billion annually due to oil theft.\(^{126}\)

- In 2015, Chinese customs arrested 250 people from two criminal syndicates involved with the illegal import of 440,000 tons of untaxed fuel from ship vessels, worth USD 355 million.\(^{127}\)

- Fuel adulteration at Brazil’s retail filling stations is estimated at USD 4.1 billion (2020), and fuel tax evasion accounts for a further USD 1.3 billion (2019).\(^{128}\)

- The Philippines loses about USD 750 million annually in tax revenue due to adulterated fuel products entering its supply chain from smuggling.\(^{129}\)

- The EU loses more than USD 4 billion yearly in tax revenue to fuel fraud.\(^{130}\)

Oil and fuel theft have severe effects on tax revenue, especially in resource-rich, developing countries where petroleum industry royalties and tax payments stimulate economic growth and finance development. Along with the associated money laundering and illicit financial flows, this illegal activity severely undermines the
effectiveness of tax systems and their ability to generate the domestic resources needed to promote inclusive economic growth (SDG target 17.1).

Oil theft also has direct and indirect impacts on the economic development of neighboring countries by eroding regional business confidence, investment, and domestic development. For example, high rates of tanker piracy in the Gulf of Guinea in 2011 resulted in maritime insurance companies reclassifying Benin as high risk and insurance premiums for ships rising significantly, despite Benin not producing any oil and having very little official fuel imports. This in turn drastically reduced Benin’s port activity by 70% and reduced overall government revenue by at least 28% in 2012.\textsuperscript{131} \textsuperscript{132} This example illustrates how illicit petroleum trade can have crippling impacts on economic growth and development, even if a country is not directly exposed to crude oil production or fuel trading.\textsuperscript{133}

Exposure to oil theft can also cause unforeseen collateral damage to the legal economy. In Singapore, corruption, fraud, and other malpractices related to bunker fuel companies and rogue traders created more than USD 6 billion unpaid debt to suppliers, traders, and banks not involved with these crimes.\textsuperscript{134}

\textbf{COVID-19 pandemic impact on oil and fuel theft}

The COVID-19 pandemic had a notable impact on illicit petroleum trade. Oil and fuel theft increased across Latin America during the COVID-19 pandemic as a way for criminal groups to supply thriving black markets and shore up finances. Reports of increased activity have been noted in Mexico, Ecuador, Colombia and Argentina. In Colombia, Ecopetrol reported a 17% increase in illegal taps detected in its infrastructure between January and August 2020, with nearly 900 taps detected compared to 747 in 2019. While most instances have concerned pipeline theft, criminal groups have also attacked oil platforms at sea or built clandestine refineries.\textsuperscript{135} Notably, a recent study of 30 developing countries subject to significant oil theft shows a lower average tax collections in countries experiencing oil theft, either as producers or consumers.\textsuperscript{136}
World Health Organization (WHO) definition of illicit pharmaceuticals:

- **Substandard**: Also called “out of specification” are authorized medical products that fail to meet either their quality standards or specifications, or both.

- **Unregistered/unlicensed**: Medical products that have not undergone evaluation and/or approval by the National or Regional Regulatory Authority (NRRA) for the market in which they are marketed/distributed or used, subject to permitted conditions under national or regional regulation and legislation.

- **Falsified**: Medical products that deliberately/fraudulently misrepresent their identity, composition or source. As such, when the term “counterfeit” is used broadly, this refers to medicines that are (a) deliberately produced with substandard quality; (b) fraudulently labeled with respect to their identity/origin; or (c) otherwise tainted, adulterated, or made ineffective or harmful. Fundamentally, counterfeit medicines are neither regulated or quality controlled and therefore should be expected to be inferior as they move outside the safety of established, regulated supply chains.

The problem of illicit pharmaceuticals applies not only to highly-publicized lifestyle medicines, such as for treating erectile dysfunction and weight loss, but also to lifesaving medicines – including those used to treat malaria, cancer, heart disease and other serious illnesses. The problem also includes generic versions of prescription drugs and over-the-counter (OTC) medicines, which includes fake medical devices such as contact lenses, condoms, syringes, surgical instruments, wheelchairs and radiotherapy machines, where fake or faulty versions can all present considerable health and safety risks.

Illicit trade in medicines is a major threat to public health, diverts resources from already limited healthcare budgets, creates mistrust in government and presents economic and social challenges to pharmaceutical companies operating in the sector.
Substandard and falsified medical products undercut efforts to reduce the burden of disease, thereby undermining investments in public health systems and causing a significant negative impact on SDG 8. For the individual, consequences include prolonged illness, time away from work, increased health care costs, potentially longer-term health complications and even premature death. For governments, damages include lost worker productivity, increases in overall health care expenditures, and lost confidence in the health care system.

A 2016 study by EUIPO estimated that fake medicines cost the EU pharmaceutical jobs lost sector 90,000 as well as EUR 1.7 billion in lost government revenues (taxes and social contributions). A 2020 study by Pacific Research Institute found that US state and federal governments could be losing between USD 4.5 billion in potential tax revenues due to counterfeit medicines, as well as the displacement of 57,500-247,800 jobs in the US.

The problem of illicit pharmaceuticals also impairs the marketplace for genuine products and endangers existing drug supplies by luring consumers and health providers to purchase cheap fakes instead of genuine medicine. The wasted resources are significant, especially in poor countries or households where medicines can rank second only to food as the largest household expenses and where the burden of additional treatment is either unaffordable or can impose significant financial hardship on families.
**COVID-19 pandemic impact on Illicit pharmaceuticals**

The COVID-19 crisis has triggered unprecedented opportunistic and predatory behavior, with criminal groups taking advantage of the fear-driven demand for personal protection equipment, anti-viral medicines and hygiene products.

The WHO has warned that a growing volume of fake medicines linked to coronavirus are on sale in developing countries. Similarly, Interpol has warned of increases in organized cybercrime linked to COVID-19 medicines. For example, INTERPOL’s operation Pangea XIII held during the early stages of the pandemic saw the seizure of USD 14 million worth of potentially dangerous pharmaceuticals, including counterfeit facemasks, substandard hand sanitizers and unauthorized antiviral medication. Seizures of fake COVID-19 tests and personal protective equipment have also been reported by the U.S. CBP and other members of the World Customs Organization. Furthermore, the European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF) seized huge quantities of Chinese traditional medicines that allegedly cure COVID-19 being smuggled into the EU.

As COVID-19 vaccines rolled out in several countries, counterfeits versions have also been marketed online. In December 2020, INTERPOL issued a global alert to law enforcement across its 194 member countries warning them to prepare for organized crime networks targeting COVID-19 vaccines. Mexican gangs, for example, reportedly set up manufacturing laboratories for fake vaccines. In January 2021, in Italy, law enforcement authorities have been looking for mismatches between the official records of vaccines delivered to certain hospitals and the number of doses effectively administered. The police were also seeking to determine if the vaccine drops left on the bottom of used vials may have been collected for distribution on the black market.
Illicit trade in precious metals and gemstones includes commodities such as gold, silver, platinum and in precious gemstones include diamonds, emeralds, sapphires and rubies. Illegal precious metals and gemstones also include those that are stolen from licit mines and ascribed fake origin certificates or comingled with licit precious minerals further down the pipeline.

When properly managed, the extraction and trade of precious metals and gemstones can contribute to the creation of sustainable and innovative economies, and provide significant export and tax revenue opportunities, particularly for countries facing development needs. In contrast, illicit trafficking in precious minerals has been characterized as a “fleecing of national assets and resources,” which adversely affects sustainable economic growth and development for resource-rich source countries and the mining industries that work there legally. Furthermore, fiscal revenues derived from taxes and license fees are lost, along with legal and decent employment opportunities and the development of supporting infrastructure serving the mines and local communities.

Many low- and middle-income countries depend heavily on mining to develop their resource endowments as a motor for driving wider national economic growth (embodied in SDG 8). Studies carried out by the International Council on Mining and Minerals have found that the income from mining can contribute as much as 25 percent of total government revenue. However, widespread theft of precious metals and gemstones robs governments of this ability to strengthen domestic resource mobilization (SDG target 17.1).

The precious metals market is also exposed to high risks of criminal activity and corruption. Gold and diamonds are even more exposed to illicit trade and fund crimes because of the greater ease by which they can be traded and the high value returns. The World Gold Council highlighted “a specific concern in recent years has been potential links between gold and unlawful armed conflict, such as civil wars and militia activities”. Illegally mined or traded diamonds and gold are being used as alternative currency by criminals who use them to trade in other illicit goods such as guns and drugs and to fund rebel groups, militias and armed gangs. There are several reported instances of illegal mining being associated to trafficking of explosives,
often used to commit other crimes such as robberies, bombings of facilities and conflict operations. A 2016 assessment by INTERPOL and the United Nations Environment Programme estimated illegal mining to account for up to USD 48 billion a year in criminal proceeds.

In addition, illicit precious metals and gemstones trade is also linked to various other crimes including human trafficking, human smuggling, slavery, child labor, drug trafficking, gun running, and money laundering.

Poorly managed or illegal mining and the subsequent trade in illegally sourced resources can lead to environmental degradation, human rights abuse and conflict, while providing a significant source of revenue for organized crime and terrorist groups. Moreover, the presence of criminal groups in the mining and minerals sector drives corruption and negatively impacts stability, governance, development and the rule of law.

The following examples illustrate the significance of the problem and the negative impacts on SDG 8:

- Latin America is especially affected by this criminal activity area, experiencing one of the world’s largest illegal gold extraction rates. 
- South Africa’s illegal trade in precious metals is estimated at USD 1.3 billion a year, which is a significant drain on the country’s GDP, export and trade balances. Illegally extracted gold and platinum alone cost the legal industry 5-10 percent of its annual production, according to South Africa’s Chamber of Mines. That excludes additional security expenses and costs incurred when mines need to be shut down to address illegal activities. It is estimated that about 10 percent of South Africa’s gold production is stolen and smuggled out of the country each year.
- Myanmar’s production of jade is estimated at USD 12-31 billion per year (indicated by Chinese import figures), which is equal to about half of the country’s GDP. However, because 50 to 80 percent of this wealth is smuggled out directly to the China border, bypassing the official sales and taxes completely, Myanmar’s trade in jade has been called the “biggest natural resource heist in modern history.” According to a 2015 report by Global Witness, Myanmar lost USD 6.2 billion in mine site taxes in 2014.
- According to United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), illegal mining costs the Afghan government USD 100 million in lost revenue every year.
- Rampant illegal sand mining costs the Indian state of Bihar USD 88 million a year.
- The value of illegally-traded mercury, used in half of all artisanal and small-scale gold mining (ASGM), is estimated at USD 100–215 million annually.
COVID-19 pandemic impact on illicit trade in precious metals and gemstones

The COVID-19 pandemic has had a negative impact on efforts to curb illegal sourcing of minerals. Rising gold prices, surging unemployment and reduced and/or redirected enforcement activities, has stimulated illegal gold mining during the pandemic.

Illicit mining in the Amazon, for example, has spiked—with the potential for long-lasting consequences. Similar experiences have been reported in other countries. In Indonesia, soaring gold prices have fueled a boom in illegal panning in rivers. In Zimbabwe, the economic impact of the virus coupled with crippling hyperinflation and unemployment spurred an illegal gold rush in the mountains. Despite supply chain disruptions, the illegal gold trade has continued unimpeded in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Armed groups have been able to keep smuggling gold by diverting the use of trucks authorized for transporting “essential goods” to circumvent government protocols and border closures.169
Illicit trade in tobacco generally includes any practice or conduct prohibited by law which relates to production, shipment, receipt, possession, distribution, sale, or purchase of tobacco products including any practice or conduct intended to facilitate such activity.

Illicit trade in tobacco is perhaps the most widespread and well-documented sector vulnerable to illicit trade. It has been estimated that 1 in every 10 cigarettes and tobacco products consumed globally is illicit. In some countries, illicit trade can be as high as 40 to 50 percent of the overall tobacco market.

While most of the policy attention is centered on illicit trade in cigarettes, estimated to be in the range of tens of billions of dollars annually, other tobacco products, such as smokeless and roll-your-own tobacco, are also traded illicitly. Examples include smuggling of smokeless tobacco products from India to Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Nepal, and the smuggling of hand-rolling tobacco in Europe, especially the United Kingdom, where smuggling costs HMRC (Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs) GBP 2.2 billion (USD 2.7 billion) in lost revenue per year.

Illicit tobacco has a sizeable negative impact on SDG 8, primarily in the form of lost excise tax revenues not paid on illicit products. Excise tax collections can comprise a substantial percentage of government revenues, which can be allocated to public investment. This principle is put forward in the 2015 “Financing for Development Addis Ababa Action Agenda” (later endorsed by the United Nations as part of the SDGs), which explains that tax and other revenue collection generate resources to stimulate government investment in job creation and economic growth. More granularly, Clause 32 specifically identifies price and tax measures on tobacco as an important source of revenue for financing development in many countries (N.B.: the strategy also states that price and tax measures on tobacco can be an effective and important means to reduce tobacco consumption and health-care costs).

The lost tax revenues are a drain on public budgets and can in some cases severely limit government ability to mobilize sufficient domestic tax revenue (SDG Target 17.1) to provide for public services, infrastructure and healthcare. This drain on public resources is staggering, as every year governments lose an estimated USD 40-50 billion in tax-based revenue from unreported illicit trade of tobacco products.
Illicit trade in tobacco also has indirect negative impacts on SDG 8: (i) expenditures on law enforcement to police illicit trade in tobacco are substantial and further strain limited government funds;¹⁸³ (ii) elimination of markets for (lower price) illicit tobacco can reduce overall tobacco consumption, thus also contributing to the achievement of SDG 3 (Good Health and Well-Being).¹⁸⁴

**COVID-19 pandemic impact on illicit trade in tobacco products**

Government-imposed, COVID-19 related supply restrictions on tobacco products during the pandemic had the unanticipated consequence of simulating markets—both supply and demand—for illicit substitutes. A list of countries includes South Africa and various Eastern European countries, and all cases were reported to involve transnational organized crime groups. The World Customs Organization (WCO) 2021 Illicit Trade Report shows that consumers relied more heavily on online purchases during the pandemic, and in the case of excise goods such as tobacco the availability of low-priced products online attracted consumers to illicit markets. The WCO also reported an increase in the number of seizures of illicit e-cigarettes and cartridges during the pandemic, reflecting the growing potential to exploit the popularity of these new, innovative products.¹⁸⁵

One country that experienced an increase in illicit tobacco trade during the pandemic is South Africa, where the government’s national COVID-19 lockdown plan included a ban on the sale of all tobacco and vaping products for almost 5 months. A University of Cape Town study subsequently found that an estimated 93 percent of tobacco consumers were driven to buy cigarettes from illegal sellers in response to the ban. Criminals were also quick to exploit the use of social media and messaging apps to inform consumers on where and how to access illicit cigarettes.¹⁸⁶ When the sales ban was eventually ended, under pressure from the national revenue agency, the government of South Africa found that it lost about USD 423 million in excise tax revenue collections during the lockdown period.¹⁸⁷

An example from Israel helps to illustrate the relationship between illicit tobacco and excise tax collections. During COVID-19, the Israeli Tax Authority reported an increase of 16.5 percent in tax collected from tobacco products during the first months of the pandemic. This increase was attributed to a reduction in tobacco smuggling due to the strict COVID-19 enforcement measures put in place by Israeli border authorities. This made it much harder for smugglers to bring illicit tobacco into the country, demonstrating how stricter border control can have a significant impact on deterring illicit trade, in turn reducing the tax leakages caused by illicit tobacco.¹⁸⁸
Trafficking in persons is defined as “the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labor or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs.” UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children.

The International Labour Organization (ILO) and the Walk Free Foundation (WFF) estimate that 24.9 million people are victims of forced labor globally. According to the ILO, trafficked forced laborers are exploited to produce a total illicit profit of USD 150 billion per year. These illicit profits are criminal and consequently do not add to the GDP of a nation, resulting in a significant drain on the global economy and a horrific preclusion of decent employment opportunities envisaged by SDG 8. In addition, dealing with forced labor generates significant burdens on society and social welfare. These include expenditures on the prevention and protection of forced labor victims, the establishment of rehabilitation programs, medical care of victims and the prosecution of its criminal offenders. Trafficking in forced labor also results in loss of human resources and reductions in tax revenue. The process of trafficking and the exploitation involved also creates a national security threat, as this illegal activity generates large sums of illegal income for criminal networks, that in turn threaten legitimate investment, constrict legitimate demand, reduce business confidence, affect where businesses locate and increase volatility of supply chains and operations.
COVID-19 pandemic impact on trafficking in persons

COVID-19 has drastically affected the lives of millions worldwide and there are concerns that associated government measures to control it may have created short- and long-term circumstances that will inadvertently facilitate trafficking in persons.

As noted by the 2021 Trafficking in Persons Report, issued by the US State Department, “COVID-19 generated conditions that increased the number of people who experienced vulnerabilities to human trafficking and interrupted existing and planned anti-trafficking interventions. Governments across the world diverted resources toward the pandemic, often at the expense of anti-trafficking efforts, resulting in decreased protection measures and service provision for victims, reduction of preventative efforts, and hindrances to investigations and prosecutions of traffickers. At the same time, human traffickers quickly adapted to capitalize on the vulnerabilities exposed and exacerbated by the pandemic.”

The COVID-19 pandemic has also hastened the world’s digital transformation, and UNODC’s Global Report on Trafficking in Persons report has found that traffickers have been quick to adapt their strategies to integrate digital technology into their modus operandi at every stage of the process: from recruiting to exploiting victims. Criminals are now able to target a larger number of victims worldwide — Including women and children — using social media networks and recruitment websites.
The International Consortium on Combating Wildlife Crime broadly defines “wildlife crimes” as “acts committed contrary to national laws and regulations intended to protect natural resources and to administer their management and use.” Illicit trade in wildlife is a particular form of wildlife crime that involves, at the international level, violations to the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES). CITES establishes the legal framework and procedures for the regulation of international trade in over 37,000 species of animals and plants. It aims to ensure that international trade in these species does not threaten their survival. For the purpose of this report, however, illicit trade in wildlife will exclude fish, as this is covered under the Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing section above.

According to the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and INTERPOL, the estimated value of illicit trading in wildlife globally is between USD 7-23 billion.\(^\text{194}\) Furthermore, illicit trade in wildlife has substantial negative impacts on the associated livelihoods and economies of local communities that depend upon wildlife, associated industries and tourism as a component to achieve sustainable development.\(^\text{195, 196}\)

Sustainable ecosystems are critical for supporting tourism, which according to UNEP contributes 5-10 percent of GDP to many national economies.\(^\text{197}\) Wildlife watching and wildlife tourism for example, provide approximately 60 percent of the income of some African countries.\(^\text{198}\) A 2022 assessment of the sustainable use of wild species by the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) found that wildlife watching contributed USD 120 billion in 2018 to global GDP (five times the estimated value of the illegal wild species trade) and sustaining 21.8 million jobs.\(^\text{199}\) Putting this in perspective with relation to illicit trade, one elephant’s ivory might yield up to USD 21,000 on the black market, but that same elephant could generate up to USD 1.6 million in tourism over its lifetime.\(^\text{200}\) WWF reports that the knock-on effects of illegal wildlife trade can undermine local employment in legitimate sectors, fuel corruption, and rob governments of tax revenue that could be invested towards meeting the sustainable development goals.\(^\text{201}\)
More than 90 percent of natural World Heritage sites support recreation and a growing wildlife-based tourism industry. But many of these benefits are threatened by excessive poaching. As stated by former CITES Secretary-General John E. Scanlon, illicit trade in wildlife means that “local communities are being deprived of making their own development choices, including through the legitimate use of their wildlife resources.”

Wildlife crime has grown into a sophisticated form of transnational criminality. Today, networked actors have entered the market by engaging in industrial-scale sourcing, transportation and sale of wildlife products across entire regions. These developments have been facilitated by, among others, loosely implemented trade prohibitions that create black-market opportunities for criminals, and systems such as access controls and quotas for legal trade that apply in some countries but have no legal bearing in others.

**COVID-19 pandemic impact on illicit trade in wildlife**

Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, visitors to protected areas worldwide generated USD 600 billion per year, with the highest levels of tourist visitors in species-rich countries. Restrictions on international travel have had a severe impact on nature-based tourism and the jobs and local livelihoods that rely on it, putting as much as USD 30 billion in Africa-wide GDP at risk. At the same time, the closure of national parks and wildlife reserves, along with a massively underfunded conservation sector, created opportunities for poachers. For example, when Uganda’s international borders were sealed to protect against the pandemic, visitors to national parks and wildlife reserves dropped from 25,000 per month to zero. Meanwhile, Uganda saw a doubling of poaching incidents between February and May 2020 compared to the same period in 2019.

The effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on illegal wildlife trade share many similarities to other forms of illicit trade: reduced monitoring and enforcement efforts combined with increased pressures on natural habitats as large migrations of unemployed people move from urban spaces to rural ones create both opportunities and incentives for illicit activity.
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